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ABSTRACT

The use of implants has made a major change in orthodontic treatment mechanics. They have replaced conventional unaesthetic and compliance dependent extraoral appliances with well accepted intraoral mechanics. Implants can be used in molar and canine distalization, intrusion and in extraoral force applications. The present case report describes the use of mini-implants in a young adult patient with bialveolar protrusion, Class II molar and canine relationship, excess incisor exposure, protruded lips and gummy smile. Using mini-implants in the buccal sulcus on both sides the whole maxillary dentition was distalized and intruded to achieve Class I molar and canine relationship along with decrease in the gumminess of the smile which has provided the best possible results for this case. Overall, mini-implant can provide anchorage to produce a good facial profile even without additional premolar extraction in cases of dental Class II bialveolar protrusion.
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INTRODUCTION

The temporary anchorage devices (TADs) are successfully used as compliance independent anchorage devices in orthodontics to prevent many of the shortcomings of traditional anchorage methods¹. Removable miniscrews are available in a range of body lengths and diameter, and are mainly made of pure titanium, titanium alloy, and stainless steel (SS)². Literature in this regard has reported a great number of clinical studies suggesting that TADs may provide stable anchorage during the orthodontic treatment without requiring patient cooperation³.

Treatment of Class II cases sometimes requires distal movement of maxillary molars in order to achieve Class I molar and canine relationship. The non-extraction treatment of Class II requires posterior movement of the maxillary dentition, anterior movement of the mandibular dentition, or a combination of both. Many devices have been developed and used to distalize the maxillary molars and show positive clinical results. However, patient cooperation is a serious problem; orthodontic mechanics requiring minimal patient cooperation are desirable.⁴,⁵ Intraoral appliances for maxillary molar distalization, such as the pendulum, push coils, magnets, superelastic nickel-titanium wires, the distal jet, and the molar slider, do not require extensive cooperation from patients.⁶-⁹ These techniques effectively distalize both the first and second molars. However if the maxillary molars are not distalized bodily and adequate anchorage is not established to move the canines and premolars distally, anchorage will be lost very easily.¹⁰ Stationary anterior anchorage is required in such circumstances. Therefore additional aids are necessary to minimize the reciprocal forces.¹¹

Absolute skeletal anchorage, available 24 hours a day, offers an alternative method for molar distalization. The use of osseointegrated implants¹², miniplates,¹³ miniscrews¹⁴,¹⁵ and microimplants¹⁶,¹⁷ as anchorage has made distalization of the posterior teeth without anchorage loss a more realistic respect.

The following case report discusses the absolute indication of using mini-implants (MI) to create an intrusion and distalization effect on the maxillary dentition to resolve the malocclusion.
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CASE REPORT

A 17 years old girl presented with the chief complaint of excess incisor exposure at rest position showing severe upper anterior teeth proclination along with gummy smile. Facialy she exhibited convex profile (Fig1) with marked protrusion of the lips, mentalis muscle strain and lip incompetence but good vertical balance of facial proportions (middle and lower thirds). Intrabuccally she had Class II molar and canine relation with retained E (second deciduous molar) on right side in the upper arch. She had an 8mm deep overbite with an overjet of 10mm. There was 0.5mm crowding in the lower arch and 3mm spacing in the upper arch. Dental asymmetry was present with a slight deviation of the maxillary dental midline to the left and of the mandibular dental midline to the right of the facial midline with no skeletal midline deviation observed (Fig1).

The panoramic view (Fig1) shows no decayed teeth except the presence of E on the right side in the upper arch with missing second premolar tooth. The lateral cephalogram (Fig 1) and its tracing showed dental Class II bialveolar protrusion, but mild skeletal Class II pattern. The skeletal pattern was normodivergent as evidenced by the FMA (Frankfort mandibular plane angle) of
32.5° and the FHI (facial height index) of 58%. The
IMPA (incisor mandibular plane angle) of 98.5º reflected the proclination of lower incisors. The Z angle of 65.6º quantified the slight facial imbalance (Table 1). There were no significant signs or symptoms of temporomandibular disorders.

**TREATMENT OBJECTIVES**
The treatment objectives were to (1) align and level the teeth in both arches and establish a functional occlusion, (2) normalize the overjet and overbite (3) achieve class I molar and canine relationship (4) improve dental symmetry (5) obtain a balanced facial profile.

**TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES**

The first alternative was retraction of the maxillary and mandibular anterior teeth using maximum anchorage following four first premolar extractions, and differential tooth movement to improve dental symmetry. To reduce the patient’s lip protrusion and excess incisor exposure, this option would be unavoidable. The second alternative was using skeletal anchorage using MI to bring about the distalization along with intrusion of the upper arch dental segment. The patient preferred to have distalization without any forms of extraoral appliance. Therefore the use of intraoral distalization, supported by miniscrews placed bilaterally in the upper arch was planned to reduce the gumminess of the smile and provide an intrusive and distalizing effect on the upper dental arch.

**TREATMENT PROGRESS**

Both the upper and lower arches were levelled and aligned till it can passively take 0.019x0.025 inch rectangular stainless steel arch wires (Fig 2a-h). Mean while 13mm MI having 2mm diameter were placed bilaterally distal to the first molars as the interradicular bone was found to be sufficient in that place. The other reason for choosing this anatomic location was the presence of retained E in the upper arch on the right side resulted in close proximity between the roots of first molar and E (Fig 3a-d). Once the retraction wire was ready to be placed, it was given bull loops in it mesial to the canines so that the closed coil spring can be just ligated from the MI’s head to the loop providing an intrusive and distalizing effect.

**TREATMENT RESULTS**

Levelling and alignment was carried out in the upper and lower arches for 3 months after which MI were placed distal to the first molars in the upper arch on both the sides. After 2 weeks of placing MI, the retraction force was applied using closed coil spring of 0.036 inches. To have maximum possible intrusion and retraction effect on the upper arch, the force vector was designed to pass above the center of resistance of the dentition, thereby reducing the gummy smile by rotating the occlusal plane upward anteriorly (Fig 4a-c). This phase lasted for almost 6 months to achieve both distalization and intrusion of the upper arch (Fig 4d-f). The treatment was
completed achieving class I molar and canine relation bilaterally and acceptable reduction in the gumminess of the smile. The overjet and overbite was also tried to be normalized to 2mm and 1mm respectively (Fig 5a-i). The maxillary first molars were distalized 3.5 to Class I molar relationship in 6 months (U6-VR distance). There was 2 mm intrusion of upper first molars (U6-SN) and 3mm intrusion of upper incisors (U1-MP) (fig6a,b). Mandibular plane angle decreased 1° (SN-GoGn) during distalization and this change was still present at the completion of treatment. Sagittal skeletal positions were much improved with treatment (Fig 6c,d). Upper lip was reduced in its eversion and protrusion and the lower lip showed much improvement as the upper anterior teeth were retracted at the end of distalization (Fig 5d).

Cephalometric superimposition (SN plane at sella) showed maximum soft tissue changes such as approximation of both the lips to achieve proper lip seal which was again because of the maximum retraction and intrusion of the upper anteriors. The local maxillary superimposition (Anterior Nasal Spine-Posterior Nasal Spine plane at ANS) showed maximum retraction and intrusion of the upper incisors along with distalization of the first molar. The mandibular superimposition showed mild proclination and intrusion of lower incisors and resulting mild anchorage loss in the posterior region. (Figures 7a,b and c). Moderate expansion was also observed in upper first premolar, second premolar and first molar widths in the post treatment phase. (Fig 5h,i).

**DISCUSSION**

The clinical efficacy and stability of temporary skeletal anchorage devices have been widely described. It is a very efficient method for solving orthodontic problems that cannot be corrected using conventional methods. Several skeletal anchorage devices that are efficient in controlling anchorage have been developed to obtain anchorage control during the distalization movement. Using MI, distalization and retraction of the complete dental arch is possible without patient compliance. The vertical and horizontal component of force is determined by the vertical position of MI head. The maxillary posterior teeth appeared to have a tendency towards distal tipping with a slight intrusion, which was appropriate in this case. Therefore, the position of MI head should be considered carefully according to the type of malocclusion, and the amount and direction of tooth movement required. Sliding mechanics with the aid of the mini-implant anchorage and its application for the treatment of skeletal Class I and Class II malocclusions have been described previously. Its application in nonextraction treatment, however, has not been widely discussed. The following case report highlights the use of mini-implants as an anchorage aid for distalization of maxillary molars. In this case the MI were implanted distal to the first molars by utilizing the presence of thick cortical bone and to provide a long range of force vector to have control on the tilt of occlusion plane which had to be tilted more upwards anteriorly to overcome the gummy smile which was the chief concern for the patient and the clinician.

**CONCLUSION**

Successful distalization of maxillary molars was achieved in 6 months. The total treatment time was also optimum for this patient. The ease in placement and removal, the possibility of immediate loading and positive toleration by the patient are the main advantages of using MI.

Mini-implants use in this case has simplified the treatment plan and provided the absolute anchorage for the distal movement of buccal teeth.
in a group as well as maximum retraction of the anterior teeth. In Class II bialveolar protrusion cases along with gummy smile which usually needs “Head gear treatment effect” i.e. distalization and intrusion of the maxillary arch, therefore can be benefited by using mini-implants in the buccal sulcus for absolute anchorage and best results.
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